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Abstract

Metal nanoparticles are omnipresent in today’s applied and fundamental research.

Both wet-chemical as well as physical procedures for their fabrication are well-established,

where the latter is of particular interest as they supply surfactant-free particles. The

particle growth has been investigated for several decades, but due to its complexity,

involving kinetic and dynamic processes on various length and time scales, often only

phenomenological rules of thumb are available. In this study, we report on bimetal-

lic AgAu nanoparticles and demonstrate how the additional degree of freedom of the

chemical composition can be used to derive information about how and where the par-

ticles grow, depending on two different cluster source types (hollow magnetron vs. laser

vaporization). The chemical composition is quantified on the single-particle level using

electron-induced x-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) and shows significant differences for

the two fabrication routes. Based on Molecular Dynamics and Monte-Carlo simula-

tions, we derive that for hollow cylindrical sources both the mean particle size and the

chemical composition are determined within the plasma region, where particles not

only grow but also evaporate low-boiling silver. The comparably large plasma plays a

decisive role here, as opposed to planar magnetron or laser vaporization sources, where

no such evaporation is observed. These results shed light into the complex cluster

growth and help understand and optimizing nanoscale fabrication processes.

INTRODUCTION

Metallic nanoparticles have been used in numerous applied and fundamental studies, involv-

ing different research fields, amongst others, optics,1 catalysis,2 photocatalysis,3 electronics,4

magnetism,5 spintronics6,7 and sensing.8 Two main nanoparticle fabrication approaches can

be differentiated: wet chemistry and physical techniques. The latter has the advantage of

providing surfactant-free nanoparticles; among them, gas-phase synthesis is the most fre-

quently used at present.9 Despite a large amount of research on such metal nanoparticles,
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the detailed kinetics and dynamics of the aggregation processes still need to be fully un-

derstood, and classical nucleation theory can only provide a qualitative understanding.10

One of the most used techniques since cluster science’s early days is the laser vaporization

source (LVS), as shown schematically in Figure 1a.11 Here a laser hits the metal target rod

and ignites a confined plasma of the order of a mm3 for a very short time, typically several

nanoseconds. Next, an inert gas quenches the hot plasma, and the metal vapor condenses

into clusters and nanoparticles before rapidly cooling by a supersonic expansion.12 This is

a typical example of cluster fabrication by successive steps: metal vapor generation, su-

persaturation and condensation, and finally, termination of growth through dilution in the

molecular beam.

A second popular method for nanoparticle fabrication is based on magnetron sputtering

cluster sources (MSCS), which have been extensively investigated over the last years.10,13–23

The general interpretation of cluster formation (also by some of the authors of this article)

was that metal atoms are sputtered into the gas phase in the discharge and aggregate into

clusters and nanoparticles by nucleation, successive atom addition and finally cluster coales-

cence all along the path between the discharge and the exit orifice of the aggregation region

(cf. Figure 1b). This picture was supported by the simple and reproducible observation that

increasing the distance between the magnetron head, and exit orifice monotonously increases

the size of produced particles. Thus the particle growth was supposed to occur along the

same general lines as described above for the LVS, despite the geometric and temporal dif-

ferences. The magnetron discharge forms a torus of several cm in diameter and some mm in

thickness, operated in almost all cases in continuous mode (dc). When used with bimetallic

targets, both types of sources, LVS and MSCS, have produced nanoparticles with the same

chemical composition as the targets.17,24

However, more recent works have started challenging this description for the magnetron

source. The authors of25,26 have monitored the aggregation of Cu and Ag into nanoparti-

cles inside the aggregation tube by in situ X-ray scattering and optical spectroscopy of the
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Figure 1: a) Scheme of a laser vaporization source. A laser pulse hits a rod target, eroding it
and producing a localized plasma of ∼1 mm3 for a very short time. The plasma is quenched
by a pulse of inert gas that condensates the metal vapor into nanoparticles. (b-c) Schematic
of a magnetron sputtering cluster source with its round metal target, usually 1 or 2 inches
in diameter. The magnetron discharge forms a torus and erodes the target, producing the
metal vapor that is used to form the nanoparticles. (b) The standard picture of nanoparticle
formation starts from the atomic metal vapor, followed by the nucleation, successive atom
addition, and finally, cluster coalescence all the way between the discharge and the exit orifice
of the aggregation chamber, usually a few hundred millimeters long. (c) Recent works by
Kousal et al.25,26 propose that the nanoparticles are formed very close to the sputter target
and not all along the aggregation chamber. Also, they demonstrate that trapping regions
exist in the center of the plasma torus, where the biggest nanoparticles are trapped.
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silver surface plasmon resonance. They show that, contrary to the general interpretation,

the nanoparticles are, in fact, formed in the very same region of the sputter target and not

throughout the flow toward the end of the aggregation region. On the contrary, they demon-

strated that the nanoparticles are significantly bigger in the vicinity of the discharge than

after leaving the discharge area. The authors attribute this behavior to “trapping regions”

in the center of the plasma torus and several centimeters above the sputter target, where

inhomogeneities in the viscous flow of the inert gas lead to reduced velocities. However, the

initial assumption is maintained, where particles can only grow bigger but not decrease in

size inside the source. This means that if larger particles are present close to the discharge,

they must be trapped or expelled from the formed beam somewhere.

In this article, we contrast these observations with experiments performed using a mag-

netron sputtering cluster source in the hollow cylindrical configuration (HC-MSCS),21 see

Figure 2a-c. In the HC-MSCS, the target is a metal wire or several twisted wires of the same

or different metals on the axis of a cylinder. An Argon plasma is formed inside the cylinder

(anode) to erode the axial target (cathode), forming a cloud of metal used to generate the

nanoparticles. In this setup, the plasma occupies a much larger volume than in the regular

planar magnetron geometry (25 mm diameter and 50 mm long). Here we study bimetallic

AuAg nanoparticles and exploit the additional degree of freedom of chemical composition

to obtain more information about the aggregation process in our magnetron cluster source.

In particular, we observe significant discrepancies between the chemical composition of the

sputter target and the fabricated bimetallic nanoparticles (BNPs). This observation seems

contradictory to >25 years of research using laser vaporization sources (LVS)27 in one of the

participating groups, where the average chemical composition of the investigated BNPs was

typically determined to be very close to that of the target rod.24,28,29 Furthermore, also for a

planar magnetron source, a chemical composition identical to that of the sputter target has

been reported.17 We thus propose to exploit the obvious dependence of cluster fabrication

on the exact design of the source to obtain more information about the underlying physical
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processes. Our results show that for the HC-MSCS geometry, aggregation and evapora-

tion/fragmentation processes occur in the plasma region, where collisions heat the BNPs,

modifying their relative composition through evaporation.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the hollow cylindrical magnetron sputtering (side view). The
target (cathode) is in the center, and the anode corresponds to the whole cylindrical struc-
ture around it. Magnets are located in the cylindrical walls, and soft iron at the magnet
extremities is used to ensure the closure of the magnetic flux lines. (b) Photo of the front
view with plasma. Note the greenish color around the target, typically seen in silver plasma.
(c) Schematic of the HC-MSCS mechanism of nanoparticle growth. The nanoparticles are
formed in the hot plasma region (green). Large particles start growing at the beginning of
the plasma region (furthest away from the exit orifice); they spend more time in the plasma
than small particles formed at the end of the plasma.
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METHODS

Nanoparticle Synthesis

Magnetron sputtering source:21 Bimetallic (AuxAg1−x) NPs have been produced using a

homemade gas aggregation cluster source as illustrated in Figure 1, where a cylindrical

magnetron is used to sputter atoms from a central target made of twisted Au and Ag wires.

A series of electrostatic lenses are used to reduce the BNP kinetic energy to achieve a

“soft landing” on TEM ultrathin carbon lacey copper grid (for a ∼4 nm in diam. NP, this

corresponds to ∼0.05 eV/atom). The NP size distribution contained in the molecular beam

can be followed in situ by time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS). TEM images indicate

that the NP size distribution follows a log-normal function (mean diameter ∼4 nm, width

∼3 nm; see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). Three different bimetallic nanoparticle

samples (A, B, C) were used in the present study whose Au content is established by a proper

choice of Au:Ag twisted wires (1:1, 1:2, and 1:3, respectively). Sample D was prepared using

a laser vaporization source:11 A doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) is focused onto the surface

of an Ag50Au50 target rod, and the generated plasma is quenched in a continuous He flow.

Nanoparticles form in the volume of several mm3 above the target before being swept into a

vacuum through a 1 mm nozzle, creating a supersonic expansion in which the nanoparticles

are extremely and efficiently cooled. The charged fraction of the nanoparticle beam is then

mass-selected in a quadrupole deviator27 before being deposited fragmentation-free onto

TEM grids.

Electron Microscopy: Data Acquisition and Processing

In order to measure the average chemical composition of samples A, B, and C, Energy Dis-

persive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed in an ensemble of NPs, using an open

parallel TEM beam with a long counting time to increase X-ray total intensity, while min-

imizing radiation damage (dose ∼10 e-/Å2). This measurement was performed in a JEM
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2100F. The quantitative analysis of the EDS data followed the Cliff-Lorimer approach.30

Despite the quantitative precision and accuracy of recovering the average composition with

this method, spatially resolved information is still required to quantify the chemical composi-

tion of each individual nanoparticle. The acquisition parameters were optimized to generate

reliable statistics and do not produce beam-induced modification of the sample, measuring

at 80 kV to reduce knock-on damage,31 and composition changes.32 The probe diameter was

between 0.7 - 1.0 nm, the beam current between 300-500 pA, and the dwell time between

200-400 ms, with a pixel size of 0.5 nm. The results were processed and treated using

machine learning approaches to improve quantitative EDS chemical analysis, as described

in our previous works.33,34 This measurement was performed in a JEM 2100F, and a Titan-

Themis AC corrected from LNNano-Brazil. For sample D, the average chemical composition

was calculated from an ensemble of 24 NPs measured individually by STEM-EDS. Here, the

error is derived from standard error propagation rules. For sample D, the probe diameter

was between 0.3 - 0.5 nm, beam current ∼ 1nA. NPs were measured with pixels size be-

tween 0.2 - 0.5 nm and dwell time between 50 - 200 ms, obtaining Au counts in the interval

of 2,000 - 8,000 for 6 nm NPs. This measurement was performed in a JEOL NeoArm at

Hubert Curien Laboratory at St. Etienne University, France. Data were processed using

HyperSpy,35 an open-source electron microscopy python package.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

All MD simulations were performed with the open-source Large-scale Atomic/Molecular

Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS).36 Ag/Au atomic interactions for all simulations

were modeled by the Embedded-Atom Method (EAM), with parameters obtained from Zhou

et al .37 The dimensions of the simulation box are Lx = Ly = Lz = 50 nm. The initial atomic

gas compositions were chosen such that the Au content is kept fixed (5000 atoms). The

number of Ag atoms for each case is 45000 (10% in Au), 15000 (25% in Au), 7500 (40% in

Au), and 5000 (50% in Au). The dynamics of any system simulated through MD is described
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in a given ensemble that constrains some chosen thermodynamical variables. For instance,

a system described by a microcanonical ensemble is simulated by an NV E dynamics, where

the total number of atoms N , the simulation box volume V , and the total energy E are not

modified by the integration of the equations of motion. Similarly, an NV T dynamics lead

the system to a desired temperature T .

The initial gas configuration was initially thermalized using an NVE ensemble for 100 ps.

Then, the gas was cooled down to T = 300 K during 1 ns with the addition of a Langevin

thermostat and a temperature damping of 104dt that is a hundred times larger than the

minimum recommended 100dt in order to assure high-quality results, where dt = 0.1 fs is

the timestep used in all simulations in this work. After this, we let the system thermalize

at the same 300 K during 2 ns, where a system with few-atom clusters was reached, and no

further growth of nanometer-sized particles was observed.

We simulated the evaporative cooling of Au-Ag nanoparticles with 25%, 50%, and 75% of

Au. Detail on how to build our model nanoparticles are given in the Supporting Information.

First, we linearly increased the temperature of each nanoparticle from 100 K to 3000 K

during 100 ps in an NVT dynamics. Then, we performed NVE molecular dynamics on the

hot nanoparticles for 20 ns and observed the temperature decay as each system lost atoms,

and their Ag-Au content was mapped as a function of the simulation time.

Force-Bias Monte Carlo

Force-Bias Monte Carlo (FBMC) was performed for 5×1011 steps at a target temperature of

300 K. FBMC runs are also implemented in LAMMPS. The cluster analysis was provided by

the Open Visualization Tool (OVITO).38 From the generated geometry files, we were able

to obtain the number of atoms in each cluster. The nanoparticle diameters (D = 2R) were

estimated from R = RWN1/3, where RW is the Wigner radius (∼ 0.16 for both Ag and Au)

and N is the total number of atoms of each cluster.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Experimental

We have studied three different BNP samples produced by the HC-MSCS: A, B, and C using

three different targets: 1/1, 1/2, and 1/3 Au/Ag twisted wires, respectively (see Methods

section for details). To correctly estimate an atomic cloud composition, we used the sputter

yield of Au and Ag as 0.20 and 0.27 atoms/ion, respectively,39 taking the plasma energy in the

sputtering as 100 eV. Table 1 summarizes the estimated aggregation cloud Au/Ag content,

henceforth called cloud composition. We note that Au and Ag abundance is slightly different

from the initial target Au/Ag ratio due to the sputter yield correction. The uncertainty of

the relative sputter yield dominates the estimated error in the atomic cloud composition.

Table 1: Au atomic fraction of the different BNP syntheses. Samples A, B, and
C were prepared using the HC-MSCS, while sample D was produced using a
laser vaporization BNP source. BNPs chemical composition quantification was
obtained by Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS).

Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D
Metal target 0.50 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.01
Atomic cloud 0.42 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.03 0.20 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.01
BNPs ensemble 0.727 ± 0.003 0.510 ± 0.005 0.500 ± 0.003 0.510 ± 0.002

To quantitatively evaluate the chemical composition of individual BNPs, we use the Scan-

ning Transmission Electron Microscopy spatial resolution associated with the X-ray energy-

dispersive spectroscopy (STEM-EDS). Quantitative chemical analyses were performed using

the Cliff-Lorimer method and machine learning procedures30,33–35,40 (See Supporting Infor-

mation for more details). Initially, the chemical composition was measured for an ensemble

of nanoparticles using an open parallel TEM beam with a long counting time to increase

the total X-ray intensity while minimizing radiation damage (dose ∼ 10 e−/Å2). Table 1

presents the average experimental chemical composition of the BNPs. Unexpectedly, we

observed very different values compared to the atomic cloud composition for the samples (A,

B, C) prepared using the HC-MSCS. The composition of the three samples is always richer
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in Au. The HC-MSCS thus does not produce BNP samples with a chemical composition on

average equal to the composition of the atom cloud used for their synthesis.

In order to further investigate the BNP composition distribution, we have evaluated

the composition of a set of individual BNPs. Figure 3a) shows as an example the STEM-

EDS elemental map of five nanoparticles and Figure 3b) presents a representative EDS

spectrum for an individual nanoparticle of 6 nm. The EDS data are then analyzed using

machine learning procedures, described in detail in previous works.33,34 Figure 3c) shows the

composition of 37 BNPs from sample C. In this sample, the chemical composition distribution

is size-dependent, with BNPs of a diameter larger than 5 nm being narrowly dispersed around

the average value. The smaller ones are relatively poor in Au compared to the average value.

It can be clearly observed that the BNP composition does not reflect the cloud composition

and that the composition shows some size dependence.

To compare these BNPs composition features with similar BNPs produced in a different

experimental setup, we used a laser vaporization BNP source (LVS).27 The BNP sample from

the LVS is thereafter called sample D, and its composition information is also presented in

Table 1. In sample D, the chemical composition measured for the BNPs is directly related

to the cloud composition. This feature can also be seen in Figure 4, where the mean value

of the dispersion in Au atomic fraction is ∼ 1% close to the expected nominal composition,

with a dispersion of ∼ 2% in the BNP composition distribution. Additionally, no chemical

composition size-dependent is observed for the measured diameter range.

Simulations

In order to elucidate the role of the different physical processes occurring in the source on the

Au/Ag content of the resultant nanoparticles, we resort to molecular simulation techniques.

Simulation techniques have been extensively used to study BNP’s energetic stability,41,42

phase transitions43 and core-shell segregation,44–48 as well as nanoparticle coalescence49–51

and growth.52–54 It is important to emphasize that these studies usually consider the behavior
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Figure 3: STEM-EDS measurement of AuAg BNPs. a) Elemental mapping obtained using
the characteristic x-ray intensities from Au Mα and Ag Lα emission lines. b) Representative
EDS spectrum for a single BNP and its fitting to integrate the peak intensity. c) Chemical
composition for AuAg BNPs as a function of diameter from sample C. The red points are
the composition quantification for individual BNPs, and the dashed line is the average value
measured using open beam TEM-EDS. The KAuAg = 0.85± 0.01 Cliff-Lorimer constant was
calibrated from a reference sample of known chemical composition. Note that all BNPs are
richer in Au than the sputter target (25%).
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Figure 4: Chemical composition quantification of individual AuAg BNPs measured by
STEM-EDS. BNPs are produced by laser vaporization source, where the BNPs are cold
compared with the HC-MSCS setup. The nominal composition of the metal target (50:50)
is reproduced in the measured BNPs. The KAuAg = 0.69± 0.01 Cliff-Lorimer constant was
calibrated from a reference sample of known chemical composition.

of a single nanoparticle at the end of their simulations. In order to get correspondence

between the composition of atomic gas and the average composition of an ensemble of BNPs,

we need an approach that allows the analysis of many NP growth processes in a way that

the statistical behavior can be inferred.

In this work, we simulated two distinct situations describing (i) BNP growth and aggre-

gation from an atomic cloud with a given Au/Ag composition and; (ii) the evaporation of

a single BNP initially at a high temperature. By simulating the first case, we can confirm

that BNPs produced solely by atom (or cluster) aggregation possess average compositions

consistent with the Au/Ag content of the initial atomic cloud. In this way, a different process

must explain the unexpected average compositions of BNPs produced by HC-MSCS. Next,

we simulated the second situation, where we have a hot BNP that loses atoms due to its

elevated temperature (escape/evaporation). For the latter case, we considered only a single

BNP to avoid unnecessary complexities and analyzed the changes in composition resulting

only from high temperatures.

The first simulation case, henceforth referred to as BNP growth, was performed by con-

sidering a system composed of Ng (Ns) atoms of gold (silver) randomly distributed inside a

cubic simulation box, as shown in Figure 5 (a). The relative amount of gold and silver was
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such that we have Au compositions of 10%, 25%, 40%, and 50% (for more details, see the

Methods section). We used Molecular Dynamics (MD) to initially simulate a hot gas of gold

and silver atoms at a temperature of T = 2000 K. Then, the gas was quenched to T = 300 K,

where the system loses energy very rapidly and forms a set of small atomic clusters (Figure

5 (b)). After this, we let the system thermalize at the same 300 K for a long time, and the

system still consisted of small clusters made of a few atoms. The timescale of nanometer-

sized particle growth is computer-demanding by molecular dynamics simulations because

there must be many low-energy collisions where atoms are incorporated in larger clusters

and, subsequently, in a larger nanoparticle. In other words, the growth of BNPs from small

atomic clusters are rare events that MD simulations cannot reproduce unless the simulations

run for a long time. In fact, some previous works55–57 have applied MD for complete BNPs

growth but for simulations time on the order of tens of ns for a set of Au/Ag BNPs, and for

a single BNP for simulation time as long as 1.5 µs. One way to overcome these limitations

and accelerate the growth process is to use Force-Bias Monte Carlo (FBMC) to aggregate

small clusters into nanoparticles. In our case, we first started with an atomic gas randomly

distributed in the simulation cell and ran an MD simulation for a predetermined number of

steps to obtain small atomic aggregates. These clusters will work as seeds for the further

growth of larger nanoparticles through using the FBMC for another predetermined number

of steps. In Monte Carlo techniques, the use of random numbers to update the state of the

system can overcome large energy barriers imposed by physical paths to reach equilibrium,

as in the case of simulated growth using MD simulations. Therefore, we adopted a sequen-

tial scheme of MD/FBMC to generate bimetallic nanoparticles with tens (or a few hundred)

atoms. This hybrid approach that uses MD and FBMC to simulate a process that has two

stages on different time scales has already been employed in previous works.58–60 Also, this

same scheme was used to study core-shell segregation trends in BNPs.61 To our knowledge,

there are no works in literature that use these two techniques combined to accelerate the

growth of many BNPs in a single simulation. Examples of the resulting BNPs grown by an
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FBMC run are shown in Figure 5 (c), where we computed each individual nanoparticle’s

Au/Ag composition using cluster analysis. All detailed information and simulation parame-

ters are given in the Methods section. The composition of each individual BNP is shown as

a point in Figure 5 (d), where dashed horizontal lines represent the average compositions.

It can be seen that the average BNP composition is close to the initial gas composition.

Nominal values and standard deviations for these quantities are reported in the caption of

Figure 5. These results indicate that the discrepancy in the final nanoparticle compositions

in the experiments arises from a different reason rather than just the chemical composition

of the sputtered atoms from the target alone. The larger number of points for smaller Au

percentages occurs because they have a larger number of atoms in the initial gas (explained

in the Methods section) and, thus, can form more nanoparticles at the end of the simulation.

To describe high-temperature effects on Au/Ag BNPs, we considered a reasonably large

nanoparticle of 4000 atoms (diameter of ∼ 5.0 nm) with three different Au compositions

(25%, 50%, and 75%). Then, we carried out MD runs in an NVE (or microcanonical) en-

semble and monitored the temperature change of the BNP as time evolved. For more details

regarding the types of ensembles used in MD simulations, see the Supporting Information.

We observe that atoms escape from the BNP due to its high temperature. Since the micro-

canonical ensemble describes an isolated system inside the simulation box, where the energy

is (on average) conserved, any temperature changes of the BNP are solely due to the evap-

oration of atoms. This process is known as evaporative cooling. For the evaporative cooling

simulations, we need a BNP hot enough such that atoms can escape from the BNP due to

the high temperature. On the other hand, we could not start from the temperature where

the evaporation of the BNP would take place abruptly. With this in mind, the choice of the

initial temperature should be intermediate between the melting point of silver and that of

gold in such a nanoscale environment to stimulate the escape of atoms at the beginning of

the simulation followed by a decreased rate of evaporation as the time evolves. In order to

have a range of initial temperatures, we performed a thermal ramp from 100 K to 5000 K on
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Molecular Dynamics Force-Bias Monte Carlo

Atomic gas Small clusters Nanoparticles

Figure 5: Hybrid MD/FBMC approach to study Au-Ag nanoparticle aggregation. (a) An
initial atomic Au/Ag gas evolves to (b) a set of small clusters using MD. Then, FBMC is
implemented to mimic a longer-timescale process of (c) nanometer-sized particle growth.
For the sake of simplicity, in (a)-(c), we just show a piece of the whole simulation box. The
chemical composition of individual nanoparticles is given by points with shapes indicated by
the legend. The average composition (with their corresponding standard deviation) of each
are 50±2% (for 50% in Au), 40±2% (for 40% in Au), 25±2% (for 25% in Au) and 10±2%
(for 10% in Au).
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the BNPs of each composition. We monitored the instantaneous atomic composition of each

BNP until it completely evaporated. This gives us an insight into the range of temperatures

where the BNPs start to evaporate. Thus, by observing the composition as a function of the

temperature from the ramp simulations (see Figure S2 for more details), we observed that

in the range between ∼ 2500 − 3500 K we have silver atoms starting to escape the BNP,

indicating that the evaporation of silver in this system lies in this temperature range. We

then decided to choose 3000 K as the initial temperature. The melting temperature of nano-

sized metallic particles can be difficult to choose as it can be determined by either energy

or self-diffusion coefficient,62 and, thus, we chose the evaporation point as the initial tem-

perature. The chosen nanoparticle size was such that it is in the range of size-independent

composition, as shown in Figure 3 (c). Initially, the nanoparticle starts to lose atoms due

to its elevated temperature. This leads to a temperature decrease as a consequence of los-

ing atoms with higher kinetic energies (cooling by evaporation), as can be seen in Figure

6 (a). Such decay is similar to the temperature evolution observed in water droplets under

evaporative cooling.63 This Au-rich nanoparticle slower decay rate is expected since gold

has a higher melting point than silver, which helps to stabilize nanoparticles with a larger

gold content.64,65 It is important to emphasize that the nanoscale behavior of metals is very

distinct from that of bulk where, for instance, the evaporation points of nanoscale metals

are considerably lower than that of their bulk counterparts.64,66

As the time evolves in the evaporative cooling simulations, only Ag atoms escape from

the nanoparticle (independently of its chemical composition), as shown in Figure 6 (b).

Similar to the reasons explained above for the greater stability of Au-rich nanoparticles,

the weaker metallic bonding of silver contributes to this significant difference in evaporation

rates between the two elements. This indicates that the higher Au compositions of the

nanoparticles reported in Table 1 are a consequence of the evaporation of silver atoms from

each nanoparticle before the sample holder deposition.

The role of core-shell segregation in the evaporation process is important to account for
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surface effects on the selective evaporation of Ag. Figure 6 (c) illustrates the core and shell

definitions used in this work. We analyzed the core and shell composition as a function of

the simulation time, shown in Figure 6 (d). We can see that Au content increases in the

core and decreases in the shell. Since none of the gold atoms evaporated during the time

span in our simulations, we can infer that there is a migration of gold from shell to core as it

has a higher surface energy and, more importantly, a higher bulk cohesive energy, which was

recently found to be of fundamental importance in determining core-shell segregation trends

in bimetallic nanoparticles.61 Both core and shell Ag moieties decrease with time, showing

that even silver atoms in the core migrate to the surface, where they escape (are ejected)

from the nanoparticle. This higher tendency of Ag evaporation is dominant, and it holds

even for Au-rich nanoparticles

Discussion

Our simulations describe the two main processes in forming BNPs in cluster sources and al-

low us to estimate their importance in the two cases discussed here. Firstly, nucleation and

coalescence, on the one hand, lead to particle growth and heating due to released binding en-

ergy. They are the most important at comparably low temperatures, where supersaturation

and slow evaporation kinetics favor the sticking of atoms. Secondly, at higher tempera-

tures, on the other hand, close to or above the size-dependent evaporation temperature of

the nanoparticle material, atoms are evaporated, and the particle size decreases, i.e., while

coalescence increases the particle temperature, evaporative cooling decreases it.

In the case of a hollow cylindrical magnetron source, the observed deviations in the

chemical composition somehow represent a counterintuitive situation. Typically, nanoparti-

cle growth only depends on the atomic vapor density and composition, in which the latter

reflects the grown BNP average composition. Only the presence of a high-temperature en-

vironment changes the relative composition through evaporation. This evaporation process

happens simultaneously with nucleation inside the HC-MSCS. Thus, we cannot conceptually
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Figure 6: Evaporative cooling simulations for nanoparticles with 25%, 50%, and 75% in Au.
(a) Time evolution of temperature decay as a consequence of atoms that escape from the
nanoparticle initially at 3000 K. (b) The number of atoms of Au and Ag as a function of
time, where squares denote silver and circles denote gold content. The same color refers to
simulations of a given chemical composition. (c) Definition of core and shell, where the core
is a 2R/3-radius sphere concentric with the nanoparticle and the R/3-thickness spherical
shell is the outside region representing the shell. (d) Core-shell resolved Au-Ag composition
of a 50% gold nanoparticle, where the colors are indicated in the legend.
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separate high-temperature BNP’s evaporation and simultaneous lower-temperature conden-

sation.

Our simulation results and the observed deviations in the BNPs’ chemical composition

indicate that, in the HC-MSCS, all condensation and evaporation processes occur in the

plasma region, where collisions with accelerated ions heat the BNPs. Even though the

plasma removes atoms from the target by ion collisions and not thermally (so-called cold

plasma), high temperatures in the metal vapor are achievable. Furthermore, the BNPs are

heated by the binding energy of added atoms during aggregation. We find a stable kinetic

state only in the region close to the target, where the particle temperature and residence

time are defined by the various source parameters, such as gas flow conditions and discharge

power, among others. We cannot obtain information about the exact temperature inside the

plasma, and it might, at some point, be even higher than the evaporation temperature of

gold, leading to increased evaporation of both metals from possibly present large particles.

However, the important point is that, eventually, the particles reach a temperature between

the two evaporation points, the crucial regime in which the chemical composition can be

modified. After leaving the plasma region, the nanoparticle temperature decreases through

collisions with the carrier gas, and it rapidly cools below the evaporation temperature, and

evaporative cooling and composition variation stop. This effect is enhanced because the

melting temperature increases with increasing particle size.

The interpretation of the nanoparticle growth process proposed above is supported by

the size dependence on the chemical composition. The smallest BNPs stay only a short time

in the growth region, i.e., they start growing near the end of the plasma region, here, the

end of the cylinder within which the plasma is confined, cf. figure 2c). They are, thus, less

heated and lose fewer silver atoms, with the smallest generated clusters being close to the

target composition.

These considerations lead us to redefine the concept of particle growth in magnetron

sources. Contrary to the widespread acceptance, atomic addition throughout the trajectory
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towards the exit orifice seems negligible. The cluster size is largely defined in the plasma

region close to the sputtering target, as already observed by Kousal et al.25,26 The fact that an

increase in the distance between the magnetron head and the exit of the aggregation chamber

increases the particle size must then be linked to other parameters. Notably, the gas flow

conditions affect both the residence time within the plasma and the transport through the

aggregation tube.26 The interpretation of cluster growth occurring exclusively in the plasma

region is confirmed by the observation that metal redeposition principally takes place within

the plasma tube and only to a very small extent onto the walls of the condensation tube.

However, we must remark that the exact geometry of the source, especially the plasma,

is of fundamental importance in this discussion. While planar magnetron sources generate

cluster beams without apparent electronic shell closures or odd-even oscillations,15 they are

observed in the cylindrical setup discussed here,21 similarly to sources based on high-energy

sputtering in vacuum.67 This observation indicates that the generated clusters are eventually

hotter in the cylindrical setup than in the planar one, reflecting the differences in time the

atoms spent inside the plasma. Furthermore, in laser vaporization sources, the growth mech-

anisms must also be in a cold environment, as reflected by the chemical composition of the

BNPs. We interpret nucleation and coalescence as the determining mechanism; evaporative

cooling does not seem to play a significant role. This is a reasonable assumption considering

that the laser pulses are only of the order of 5 ns and the plasma is thus rapidly quenched

to temperatures well below the boiling temperatures of the metals, contrary to magnetrons,

where the dc plasma continuously heats the vapor and the clusters throughout their fabri-

cation. Two more mechanisms for nanoparticle heating must also be discussed. First, in

magnetron cluster sources, some plasma often opens between the cathode and the aggrega-

tion tube, forming a large ”afterburner” leading to significantly increased ionization yields.

In our cylindrical setup experiments, we have made sure to confine the plasma between the

cathode and anode, thereby minimizing potential heating throughout the aggregation tube.

Second, suppose the cluster ions are accelerated between the aggregation tube exit and the
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following ion optics (a skimmer). In that case, the collisions in this high-pressure region

can easily lead to cluster heating and fragmentation, as evidenced by the appearance of

odd-even oscillations in the cluster abundance. For the experiments discussed here, we have

kept the potential difference between the tube and skimmer small enough to avoid significant

acceleration-induced heating.

Finally, we would like to comment on three other possible explanations for the chemical

composition deviation in our AuAg BNPs. First, we can consider that silver and gold

could be sputtered at different solid angles, as has been observed before for pulsed laser

desorption under high vacuum conditions.68 However, in our case, the viscous carrier gas

flow inside the hollow magnetron mixes up all the plasma components (gas, metal atoms,

and nanoparticles) and sweeps them toward the plasma exit. A second possible explanation

could be a preferential sputtering of gold vs. silver, leading to gold-enriched BNPs. We

can rule out this, as Ag’s sputter yield is higher than Au’s. Furthermore, this should lead

to the enrichment of one metal over the other in the target rod. BNPs fabricated at the

beginning and end of the target lifetime, however, showed no significant difference in chemical

compositions. Lastly, different diffusion rates for Ag and Au in the gas flow between the

plasma region and the aperture of the condensation tube could also lead to changes in the

chemical composition if the lighter silver atoms migrate more quickly towards the aggregation

tube walls and out of the beam. We, however, believe this effect to be minor, if at all present.

In the hollow magnetron geometry, the vast majority of metal that does not condensate into

clusters is redeposited onto the walls of the anode, i.e., inside the plasma region. This

observation can be seen as another indication of the cluster growth happening solely within

the plasma. But even in the more open planar magnetron geometry, no such increased

diffusion has been seen, as evidenced by the averaged chemical composition of AgAu BNPs.17

On the basis of these considerations, we can now relate our results to the recent literature.

In,25,26 the authors suggest that large nanoparticles are generated in the plasma region of

their magnetron source but cannot leave the source due to hydrodynamic trapping. We
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propose that a second mechanism should be considered, which is the evaporative cooling

described above. Additional to hydrodynamical trapping, the authors may have measured a

steady state large diameter population inside the plasma, which rapidly decreases in size in

the outer region of the plasma, where the particles are still heated but no longer grow.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the study of metallic nanoparticles in the gas phase is an area with decades of

development, the detailed knowledge of the nanoparticle growth process still presents funda-

mental questions. There are several routes for the formation of nanoparticles, from the way

the metal cloud is generated to the strategy for its aggregation. However, all these processes

are always quite complex, and it is challenging to infer the different phenomena that occur

there directly. Our chemical composition analysis of gas aggregated BNPs using a hollow

cylindrical magnetron sputter source cannot be understood in the framework of classical nu-

cleation theory69 or even considering more recent descriptions25,26 of the planar magnetron

geometry. In our case, the composition differs from that of the sputter target, which is impos-

sible to rationalize simply in terms of the Au/Ag fraction in the initial atomic gas generated

by sputtering, as shown by atomistic simulations of an MD/FBMC hybrid approach. On

the contrary, evaporative cooling simulations using MD show that the selective evaporation

of silver is responsible for the Au enrichment in BNPs synthesized by HC-MSCSs. Thus, we

can conclude that the nanoparticle growth must occur in a high-temperature region, where

the plasma heats the newly formed BNPs. Further experiments are planned to verify our

interpretation, e.g., using AuCu as BNP material. These two metals have similar evapora-

tion temperatures, so we expect much less deviation between the target and BNP chemical

composition.

Our results shed new light on the knowledge of the process of nanoparticle formation

in the gas phase. Although our results are not directly transferable to sources with other
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geometries and smaller plasma regions, they demonstrate that atom evaporation can play an

important role. Notable in planar magnetrons, it might, in some cases, help to understand

size variations within the source,25 whereas in other cases, nucleation takes place at lower

temperatures, and large out-of-equilibrium structures are frozen.70 This study furthermore

indicates that, in the HC-MSCS, NPs undergo annealing during their formation, which

influences the structural characteristic of the particles, producing crystalline and compact

ground-state atomic arrangements (see example in Figure S3). This fact could be exploited

for the in-flight fabrication of relaxed structures. Conversely, larger clusters obtained by LVS

have been shown to be ramified, depending on the metal melting temperature.71

We can furthermore continue, based on these conclusions, with quantitative structural

analyses using a Pair Distribution Function derived from electron diffraction.72 Also, our

interpretation can be verified by studying the CoPt system, which has been demonstrated to

display chemical order upon annealing.24 In addition, we have gained a deeper understanding

of how to model and control the parameters of hollow cylindrical magnetron sources to

prepare high-quality model samples with chemical composition control, opening up new

possibilities for studies and applications in essential areas such as catalysis, for example.
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